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Landing

Upon logging into the ODCPD Portal, the above screen will serve a main landing page that allows the user to navigate all
tools offered. At any point throughout the system, the user can click on the “HOME” icon to navigate back to these options.
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Site Navigation

There are two menus that contribute to the navigation of the tools offered by the portal. The first is the Main Menu found
by clicking the word “MENU” in the top left corner of the page. The second is the Tools Menu found in the top right hand
corner of the screen indicated by the
icon.
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Quote Request

The objective of this section is to request a quote for a promotional product. This is the first step of a three step process of placing an order through the ODCPD Portal.
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Landing

The process of requesting a quote is a three step process. Step one is the request, the second step is evaluating the cost
returned by sourcing and the third step is presenting a quote to the customer and placing the order. To begin requesting a
quote click on the “Request A Quote” option from the landing page.
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Pre-populated Customer Information

The above screen shot shows all customer information required to advance in requesting a quote. Most of this information
can be pre-populated by entering either the customer account number or the customer name. The customer information
must have been entered into the system on a previous request for the information to be pre-populated. If the customer
information is found, all matching options will populate in the right column. To pre-populate the customer information,
click on the desired option. Make sure to enter a recognizable project name as this name will be used to access the quote
throught all three steps.
Continue with the request by clicking “NEXT STEP: SAVE AND CONTINUE”.
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Select Product Type

Continue with the request by selecting the type of product that is being requested. If unsure, select the “NON-APPAREL”
option.
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Apparel Request

The above screen shot shows all information directly realated to the requested product. The description and special instructions fields are very important. These fields should be used to thoroughly describe the product, embellishment and
special instructions. Notice the system allows up to 5 quantities but only one is required. Also, not required but also very
helpful in specifying the required product is the budget information.
Continue with the request by clicking “NEXT STEP: SAVE AND CONTINUE”.
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Request Images

There are three different types of images that can be uploaded to a request. The product image needs to be a flat image (.jpg,.png,etc.). This image is used by the sourcing team to get an idea of the requested product. The logo images,
also, should be a flat image that is used to accurately quote product embellishment. Again, both of these types of images
should be flat images and will appear on the actual quote. The third type of image is an attachment. Attachments can be
any type of files outside of an executable (.exe). Most users have used the attachements for vector artwork, excel files, pdf
files, etc.
Continue with the request by clicking “NEXT STEP: ADD PRODUCT TO REQUEST”.
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Request Edits / Send Request to Sourcing

The send to sourcing page is a summary of all product added to the request. To ensure timeliness, please limit the
number of products on a request to five. Product information and images can be editted as well as removed.
When the request has been completed, click the “NEXT STEP: SEND TO SOURCING” button.
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Successful Request

When congratulated that your request has been successfully submitted, the request will no longer be editable until
costs have been provided by sourcing. The normal turn time for a cost quote is 48 hours. An email will be sent to the
address assigned to the account that entered the request once sourcing has been completed.
At this point click the close button. If there is no other action within the Portal, log out.
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Pending Status / Timeline

At any point an update on any action to the request can be found on the timeline. To access the timeline click on the
“Pending Requests” button from the landing page. Then click on the
icon on the corresponding request.
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Cost Quote

Step two of the three step process involves evaluating cost provided by sourcing and marking-up the cost to create a sales
quote.
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Access Cost Quote from Landing

Once notified via email that the cost quote has been completed, log into the Portal and click on the “COST QUOTE”
option from the landing page. Then click on the icon on the left side of the corresponding quote line item. The quote
should be recognized by the project name entered in step one or by the quote number given in the email notification.
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Viewing Costs

The major functions of the page above is to accept or reject the product provided by the sourcing agents. The cost
give is the cost of the product to the user. To hide select product, click the “TAKE PRODUCT OFF QUOTE” button.
These products are not deleted but are hidden and can be retained by selecting the “HIDDEN PRODUCT QUOTES”
button from the Tools menu. To request additional sourcing, click the “RETURN TO SOURCING” button from the Tools
menu. Requesting additional information will send the quote back to sourcing and is not editable until returned.
Cost quotes expire after 30 days from the time sourcing returns the quote.
In the event that the quote is acceptable, click the “NEXT STEP: SALES CALCUALTOR” button to begin adding mark-up
to the product.
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Cost Mark-ups / Creating Sales Quote

The sales quote calcuator is used to calculate mark-up on product pricing, set-up charges, embellishment charges,
and additional charges. The mark-ups/sales prices are ultimately decided by the user. Recommended values for
mark-up are as follows: 25% for product pricing, 20% for setup charges, 10% for additional charges, and 10% for
embellishment charges. The default mark-up values loaded can be set by administrators. Keep in mind that the cost
fields above is the cost to the user and the sale price is the amount that the user’s customer will pay given a successful
converstion.
Click on “NEXT STEP: CUSTOMER FACING QUOTE” to advance to the customer facing Sales Quote.
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Sales Quote

Step three involves presenting the sales quote to the customer and placing an order from the sales quote.
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Sales Quote

Notice that the sales price is combined into and each price. This price includes the product cost, product mark-up,
embellishment cost, and the embellishment mark-up. Any setup or additional charges will be listed separately. The
quote can be downloaded by clicking on the Tools menu and selecting the format desired (pdf, word, excel).
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Sales Quote Dowload and Customer Presentation

Once the quote has been downloaded, send the document to the customer via a preferred system (electronic or hard
copy). Remember that all quotes expire after 30 days from the time sourcing submits the cost quote.
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Place an Order: Where to begin!

Upon customer approval, select the “NEXT STEP: PLACE ORDER” button from the cost quote or by clicking on the star
icon located on the right side of the sales quote line item.
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Place an Order: Customer Information

The first step of placing an order is to complete any customer related information. Note that header fields can be
customized by clicking on the “customize soft header fields” link. At this time indicate if the customer is to be directly
notified via the system of shipping or proof information.
Click “NEXT STEP: SAVE AND CONTINUE” to advance.
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Place an Order: Shipping Information

Much like the pre-population in step 1, shipping information can be pre-populated from past orders from this customer. Click on the corresponding address or complete all required fields.
To advance click “NEXT STEP: SAVE AND CONTINUE”.
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Place an Order: Edit Products Images

The next screen allows the user to update any images loaded to the order. If there are no updates, click “NEXT STEP:
SAVE AND CONTINUE”.
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Place an Order: Selecting Requested Quantity

To begin adding a sourced product to the order click “ADD PRODUCT TO ORDER” and select the desired quantity.
Only items selected will be added to the order.
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Place an Order: Adding Product Details

Once the desired quantity has been selected the price for the quantity will appear as well as sizes indicated in the intial request. The sum of the quantities of all sizes must be equal or greater to the minium. Ensure that the additional
costs are correct before moving on. Be sure to add all desired products to the order.
Click “NEXT STEP: SAVE AND CONTINUE” to advance.
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Place an Order: Order Summary

Varify that all product information is correct and click “NEXT STEP: PLACE ORDER”. If it is necessary to edit the order information, click “EDIT”.
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Place an Order: Order Placed Successfully

The blue thumbs up indicates a successful order. Click close to view order information. Order and quote information
can be found by clicking on any of the order documents. The system will notify via email of any updates.
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Order Management
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Order Details / Edits / Documents / Duplication

Once an order has been placed, order details can be found by clicking “ORDERS” from the landing page and then clicking on the line item associated with the desired order. The screen above shows the order details page where order
information, order processing, and order management can be found.
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Shipping Information

Shipping information can be found by clicking on the SHIPMENT CENTER button on the left side of the page.
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Proofs

The proofs section can be found by clicking on the “PROOFS” button on the order details page. Proofs can be approved, declined, deleted, and downloaded from this section. A proof can also be approved or declined by replying to
the proof notification with the following strings “This proof is approved” or “This proof is declined”. There is also a
link in the email notification where a proof can be approved or declined.
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Notes

Notes can be entered into the system and applied to an order by clicking on the “ORDER NOTES” button at the left
of the screen. Notes can be emailed to the sales team, production team, and a copy can be sent to an email address
that is manually entered when submitted. When an email is sent as a result of a note being entered, the recipient can
reply to the email and the response will be automatically populated in this section.
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